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In brief

Cave sediments preserve ancient DNA for

thousands of years. Gelabert et al.

retrieve human and mammalian nuclear

and mitochondrial environmental

‘‘shotgun’’ genomes from a single 25,000-

year-old sediment sample from

Satsurblia cave. Their results provide

insights into the population genetic

histories of three mammalian species.
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SUMMARY
Cave sediments have been shown to preserve ancient DNA but so far have not yielded the genome-scale in-
formation of skeletal remains. We retrieved and analyzed human and mammalian nuclear and mitochondrial
environmental ‘‘shotgun’’ genomes from a single 25,000-year-old Upper Paleolithic sediment sample from
Satsurblia cave, western Georgia:first, a human environmental genome with substantial basal Eurasian
ancestry, which was an ancestral component of the majority of post-Ice Age people in the Near East, North
Africa, and parts of Europe; second, a wolf environmental genome that is basal to extant Eurasian wolves and
dogs and represents a previously unknown, likely extinct, Caucasian lineage; and third, a European bison
environmental genome that is basal to present-day populations, suggesting that population structure has
been substantially reshaped since the Last Glacial Maximum. Our results provide new insights into the
Late Pleistocene genetic histories of these three species and demonstrate that direct shotgun sequencing
of sediment DNA, without target enrichment methods, can yield genome-wide data informative of ancestry
and phylogenetic relationships.
INTRODUCTION

Ancient DNA fragments sequenced from bone,1 teeth,2 and hair3

have revolutionized our understanding of natural history and the

human past.4,5 When skeletal material is not available, ancient

environmental DNA has been used to determine the presence

or absence of different species. Several studies based on PCR

methods demonstrated the presence of ancient DNA in sedi-

ments,6 including in caves,7 and more recently, high throughput

sequencing techniques have been applied.8–11 Cave sediment

ancient DNA has been used to track the presence or absence

of species across a range of environments and time periods, pri-

marily through targeted amplification or capture of single genetic

regions.12 A ground-breaking study showed DNA preservation in
3564 Current Biology 31, 3564–3574, August 23, 2021 ª 2021 The Au
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clay-rich sediments since �240 ky13 and used targeted enrich-

ment to recover sufficient numbers of fragments to reconstruct

mtDNA phylogenies of Neanderthals and Denisovans. A similar

study recovered Denisovan mitochondrial DNA from sediments

deposited �100 kya and �60 kya from Baishya Karst Cave on

the Tibetan Plateau.14 A recent study used targeted enrichment

of 1.6 million loci to recover Neanderthal and Denisovan nuclear

DNA from three Paleolithic sites. This yielded enough DNA to

allow for some analyses of genome-wide ancestry, including

the finding of a Neanderthal population replacement at one of

the sites, thereby demonstrating the possibility of large-scale nu-

clear DNA recovery from sediments.15

Here, we report results from shotgun sequencing and genomic

analysis of a sediment sample from the Upper Paleolithic site of
thors. Published by Elsevier Inc.
commons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Site description: an overview of

the location of Satsurblia cave with contex-

tual information

(A) Map of the Caucasus region showing relevant

sites that have yielded ancient DNA from humans

(blue dots), animals (red dot), or both (purple dot).

Only sites with remains from the Mesolithic or

older are shown.

(B) Layer B of Satsurblia cave with the SAT29

sampling location shown.

(C) Two microphotographs (A and B) from block

sample SAT 15 14. The microphotographs were

taken adjacent to SAT 16 LS29, in cross- (XPL) and

plane-polarized light (PPL), showing dominant

components and processes. Typical anthropo-

genic components are bone (B), burnt bone (BB),

charcoal (Ch), and flint (Fl). Note also the occur-

rence of rounded soil aggregates (yellow circles)

that were transported into the cave from soils

forming outside and that exhibit cross-striations of

the clay component resulting from repeated wet-

ting and drying cycles during their formation.

Similarly, clay coatings in voids (blue arrow) result

from water percolating through the sediment.

See also Data S1.
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Satsurblia Cave, southern Caucasus, dating to the Last Glacial

Maximum (LGM, 25,000 years ago [kya]). In most of the Cauca-

sus, and particularly in western Georgia, karst systems hold low

and stable year-round temperatures and low acidity (no guano

deposits in most systems). The sediment sample yielded up to

several million sequence reads from human, wolf (Canis lupus),

and bison (Bison bonasus), corresponding to genome-wide

data comparable to low-coverage sequencing obtained from

skeletal remains.

RESULTS

We analyzed six sediment samples from different layers of areas

A (pre-LGM) and B (pre and post-LGM) of Satsurblia cave (Fig-

ure 1A)16 and performed shotgun sequencing to screen them

for mammalian DNA (Data S1A). One of the samples, SAT16

LS29 (SAT29) from layer BIII (Figure 1B), which is radiocarbon

dated to 25.4–24.5 ka cal BP,16 contained substantial amounts

of DNA from humans as well as from other mammals and was

therefore sequenced to greater depth.

We sequenced 561,263,536 reads from the SAT29 sample,

and after filtering, we retained 226,880,778 reads. Metagenomic

screening with centrifuge17 indicated that 1.3% of the reads

were of eukaryotic origin, and four main mammalian genera

were identified: Ovis (28%), Homo (9%), Canis (5.5%), and Bos

(2.1%) (Figure 2A). After competitive mapping to the sheep, hu-

man, dog, and domestic cattle reference genomes (Method De-

tails), we assigned a total of 4,956,676 reads as follows: Canis

(2,378,237 reads, 48.0% of assigned reads), Bos (1,811,555
Current Biol
reads, 36.5% of assigned reads), Homo

(661,765 reads, 13.5% of assigned

reads), and Ovis (105,119 reads, 2.1%

of assigned reads). We then used

BLAST+ and MEGAN to verify the accu-
racy of the mapping process and show that it is unlikely that

any other animal species are represented in substantial amounts

in the sample (Figures 2B, 2C, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6; Data

S1B; Method details).

Mitochondrial capture and evidence for multiple
individuals
Through targeted capture,20 we recovered 3,447 human mito-

chondrial DNA (mtDNA) reads, which when aligned to rCRS re-

sulted in a 10-fold coverage of the human mtDNA. We similarly

recovered 5,809CanismtDNA reads, yielding a 13-fold coverage

of the C. lupus mitochondrial genome. Capture of cattle mtDNA

also proved successful, but the recovered sequences showed

high similarly to bison mitochondria, suggesting that the DNA

identified as deriving from Bos in the metagenomic screening

in fact derived from Bison sp. (that was not included in the meta-

genomic reference set). We recovered 2,448 reads providing an

8-fold coverage of the B. bonasusmitochondrial genome. All the

recovered environmental genomes show elevated deamination

values and short fragment length distributions, consistent with

an ancient origin (Figures S1A and S1B; Data S1C).

To investigate whether the recovered human, wolf, and bison

DNA derive from single or several individuals from each of these

species, we focused on the mitochondrial sequences. Due to

their haploid state in single individuals, sequence polymor-

phisms among mitochondrial reads provide evidence for the

presence of multiple individuals (Figure S2; Table 1).13,21–23

SAT29 displays more than one allele at many known human,

wolf, and bison mitochondrial variants, raising the possibility of
ogy 31, 3564–3574, August 23, 2021 3565



Figure 2. Sequencing data properties

(A) Metagenomic prediction with centrifuge.

(B) Deamination patterns for the filtered reads mapped against the four reference genomes: Ovis aries, Homo sapiens, Bos taurus, and Canis lupus.

(C) Fragment length distributions for the four aligned mammalian species.

(D) X chromosome read proportions. For each of the three species, the fraction of nuclear reads mapping to the X chromosome is displayed for the SAT29 sample

as well as a number of previously published genomes for comparison. For wolf and bison, the comparative genomes are the modern and ancient genomes used

for the ancestry analyses, while for human they are 101 ancient genomes from a study of the Eurasian steppe.18 Bars denote 95%binomial confidence intervals.19

See also Figures S1 and S6 and Data S1.
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diversity in the sample (Figure S1C). Applying CALICO,23 we esti-

mated that 12% of the human mitochondrial reads and 25% of

the wolf reads come from minority sources. Schmutzi estimated

a lower fraction (1%, 0%–5%) of human minor sources. Finally,

contamMix estimated a 4%minority fraction for the human reads

and a 31% fraction for the wolf reads. ContamMix estimated no

diversity in the bison data, but this could be limited by the low

coverage of the mtDNA genome and the low number of potential

contaminant mtDNA sequences. Based on the above, we can

confirm the presence of DNA from more than a single individual

for the wolf data, and likely also the human data, whereas the

bison data are inconclusive. However, because of the

complexity of the data and the limited coverage, the presented

estimates of minority fractions should not be taken as more

than rough indications.

Next, we assessed whether modern contamination could

explain the detection of mitochondrial polymorphism in the sam-

ple (Table 1). Modern sequences are expected to be less frag-

mented, but we find no difference in the length distribution be-

tween deaminated and other reads (method details). Manual

inspection of phylogenetically diagnostic positions suggests

the presence of minority sources in the human data, including

in the deaminated reads (Table S1). However, these variants

are present at very low frequencies, in line with the estimated

low proportion of minority sources (Tables 1 and S1). All human

reads support haplogroup N, suggesting any minority sources
3566 Current Biology 31, 3564–3574, August 23, 2021
would not be from haplogroup M and derivatives. Similar

detailed inspection of the wolf data shows that the evidence of

substantial polymorphism persists when restricting to deami-

nated reads (Figure S2B). The bison data are too limited to allow

for a similar robust assessment. The diversity signal in the SAT29

sample is thus consistent with DNAderiving frommultiple human

and wolf individuals, rather than reflecting modern contamina-

tion. The contDeam.pl tool from Schmutzi estimates 0%

contamination for all three species; in the three files, we have ob-

tained values of 0, which indicates that there is no evidence of

contamination based on deamination patterns.21

Finally, we examined the sex of the human, canid, and bison

genomic data. When comparing the amount of reads mapping

to the X chromosome relative to the autosomes, we find that

the human data are consistent with deriving from a female indi-

vidual, or multiple female individuals. In contrast, the wolf and

bison X chromosome read fractions are intermediate between

those expected for male and female karyotypes, suggesting it

may derive from individuals of both sexes, again indicating mul-

tiple source individuals (Figure 2D).

Phylogenetic dating of mitochondrial DNA
With the consensus sequence of the human mtDNA reads, we

performed a multiple sequence alignment and generated a

Bayesian phylogenetic tree with BEAST2 (Figures 3C and S3).

The SAT29 sequence is positioned within the diversity of



Table 1. Point estimates and confidence intervals (in

parentheses) of minority mitochondrial sequence proportions

obtained for the capturedmitochondrial data for each of the three

analyzed taxa using Schmutzi, ContamMix, and Calico

Calico ContamMix Schmutzi

Homo sapiens 0.12 (0.03–0.21) 0.04 (0.01–0.1) 0.01 (0.0–0.05)

Canis lupus 0.246 (0.21–0.27) 0.31 (0.25–0.39) –

Bison bonasus – 0.01 –

See also Figure S2 and Table S1.
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haplogroup N, close to the Dzudzuana-3 (25.5 kya) genome from

Dzudzuana cave and basal to the modern samples enclosed in

haplogroups N, X, andW. Haplogroup N originated outside of Af-

rica from haplogroup L3 between 50 and 60 kya, and is common

among present day Near Eastern populations but rare among

present-day European populations.24–26 We then estimated tip

dates of the SAT29 human, wolf, and bison consensus mtDNA

sequences. The human SAT29 mtDNA consensus has a mean

age of 28,543 BP (95% HPD interval, 15,928–41,867 BP),

whereas the wolf mtDNA consensus mean age is 28,257 BP

(95% HPD interval, 18,083–38,265 BP). The bison mtDNA

consensus has an age estimate of 21,928 BP (HPD interval of

14,954–27,987 BP). The phylogenetic positions of the SAT29

consensus sequences were also confirmed in maximum likeli-

hood trees performed with the three datasets (Figure S3). The

radiocarbon date of layer BIII of Satsurblia cave is 25.5.–24.2

ka cal. BP, and thus falls within the confidence intervals, and

within a few thousand years of themean estimates, of themtDNA

tip dates for all the three species. Although themean estimate for

the bison is somewhat younger than those for the human and

wolves, the 95%confidence intervals overlap. This thus provides

strong support for the Pleistocene origin of the recovered DNA.

Ancestry of the SAT29 human nuclear DNA
Using the 661,765 human nuclear reads, we genotyped 11,116

pseudo-haploid positions from the 1240K dataset.27 To explore

the human ancestry of SAT29 within the context of pre- and

post-LGM diversity, we performed a principal components anal-

ysis (PCA) on 2,335 modern Eurasian genomes and projected 82

ancient individuals onto the resulting components (Figures 3A

and S4; Table S2). Previous studies have revealed two different

ancient human lineages from the Caucasus that were distinct

from the rest of Pleistocene and early Holocene diversity. A

late Upper Paleolithic (13.3 kya) genome from Satsurblia cave

and aMesolithic (9.7 kya) genome from the nearby cave of Kotias

Klde revealed ‘‘Caucasus Hunter Gatherer’’ (CHG) ancestry, a

distinct ancient lineage that split from western hunter-gatherers

�45 ka BP, shortly after the expansion of modern humans into

Western Eurasia.28 A second, older, pre-LGM lineage is repre-

sented by genome-wide data from two individuals dated to

�26 ka BP from Dzudzuana cave, southern Caucasus, and likely

contributed at least half of the ancestry of later populations in Eu-

rope, the Near East, and North Africa.29 We find that the SAT29

sample clusters with Dzudzuana2 in the PCA and not with the

late Upper Paleolithic and Mesolithic genomes from the Cauca-

sus or with any other published pre-LGMEurasian genomes. Un-

supervised ADMIXTURE clustering30 further supports the
similarity between SAT29 and Dzudzuana2 (Figures 3B and S4;

Tables S2 and S3).

We used outgroup f3-statistics to quantify the amount of

shared genetic drift between SAT29 and other ancient ge-

nomes.31 SAT29 shares more drift with Villabruna (Italy,

12,140 ± 70 bp)32 and Dzudzuana2 than with other ancient indi-

viduals (Figure S4B), including the post-LGM individuals from the

Caucasus (Satsurblia and Kotias). Among present-day Eurasian

populations, SAT29 shows higher genetic affinity to Northern

and Western Europeans rather than Central and South Asians

(Figure S4C). Our results for the SAT29 human autosomal data

are thus consistent with the results reported by Lazaridis

et al.,29 revealing a previously undocumented pre-LGM human

ancestry from the Caucasus that contributed to various later

Eurasian populations. The low coverage of the SAT29 environ-

mental genome, however, did not allow us to further analyze

possible differences in the ancestry between Dzuzuana2 and

SAT29.

Next, we investigated if the amount of Neanderthal ancestry in

the SAT29 human environmental genome could be estimated.

Using an f4-ratio,
31 we estimated 1% Neanderthal ancestry,

with confidence intervals of 0%–6.6%. The point estimate is

similar to that of Dzudzuana2 and likely lower than that of Paleo-

lithic European and present-day West Eurasian populations due

to dilution from large amounts of Basal Eurasian ancestry.29

However, the large uncertainty of the estimate precludes any

strong conclusions. Our results thus suggest that, unless sub-

stantially larger amounts of autosomal DNA can be recovered

than what is analyzed here, sediment DNA is unlikely to allow

for confident estimates of archaic ancestry proportions.

Ancestry of the SAT29 wolf nuclear DNA
We analyzed the 2,378,237 Canis reads using a set of variants

among 722 modern wolves, dogs, and other canid species.33

We randomly sampled one SAT29 read at each position, result-

ing in a genotype call at 439,426 transversion variants. In ADMIX-

TURE analyses (Figures 4A and S5) the SAT29 sample clusters

with Eurasian wolves, and using f4-statistics, we found that it

clearly shares genetic drift with wolves and dogs, to the exclu-

sion of coyotes, golden jackals, and other canids (Z >30 for all

species, Method details). It does not, however, display stronger

affinity to wolves over dogs or vice versa (Figure S5).

We next used admixture graphs to further investigate the rela-

tionship of the SAT29 environmental genome to present-day

wolves and dogs, as well as two Pleistocene wolf genomes

from Siberia (35–33 ka), which have ancestries that are basal

to modern wolves and dogs.34,35 We tested all possible topol-

ogies without admixture relating a coyote, SAT29, a modern

wolf, a modern dog, and the two Pleistocene Siberian wolves,

while explicitly accounting for reference bias in the ancient ge-

nomes (Method details). Only three of the 100 graphs provide

good fits and feature the Siberian Pleistocene wolves on a

branch basal to modern populations. The graphs fit equally

well and differ only in that SAT29 is placed either basal to the Si-

berian Pleistocene branch, on this branch, or downstream of this

branch (Figure 4B). Previous studies have found that present-

day wolf population structure has mostly formed after the

LGM.23,34,36–39 Our results are consistent with this scenario

because the SAT29 environmental genome harbored an
Current Biology 31, 3564–3574, August 23, 2021 3567



Figure 3. SAT29 human genomics

(A) A principal component analysis built with 2,335 modern Eurasian samples into which 82 ancient samples were projected. SAT29 appears closest to

Dzudzuana2.

(B) In ADMIXTURE clustering with 82 ancient genomes, SAT29 displays a profile similar to that of Dzudzuana2.

(C) Bayesian tree built with 69 ancient genomes and 167 modern mitochondrial genomes. SAT29 falls close to the Dzudzuana2 genome and within the N

haplogroup diversity. The values in the tree nodes represent the posterior probabilities.

See also Figures S3 and S4 and Tables S2 and S3.
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ancestry that diverged from the ancestors of modern wolves and

dogs before these diversified. Although Late Pleistocene wolves

in the Caucasus were not closely related to those in Siberia, they

thus had a similarly basal ancestry that has either gone extinct or

been transformed by later population processes.

These autosomal ancestry results are consistent with the mito-

chondrial capture results, in which the SAT29 wolf consensus

sequence falls on a branch together with two ancient wolves

from the Aghitu-3 cave in Armenia (Figures 4C and S3; Table

S4), dated to 31–30 ka, on a seemingly extinct West Eurasian

branch of the wolf mtDNA phylogeny.37 To further characterize

the phylogenetic identity of the SAT29 consensus sequence, we

recovered mtDNA from two wolf bones from Satsurblia cave

through capture: a 4.9-fold genome from sample Y7d from layer

B IVa (25.5–24.4 ka cal BP) and a 5.2-fold genome from sample

T20a from layer A IIb (17.9–16.2 ka cal BP). These sequences

fall close to SAT29 in the phylogeny, supporting the endogenous

origin of the SAT29 environmental genome and demonstrating

mitochondrial genetic continuity of wolf populations in the Cauca-

sus for at least 10,000 years through the end of the LGM. When

adding these sequences to the phylogenetic tip dating, the

SAT29 age estimate comes out slightly younger (mean of

19,937). However, it is possible that the low quality of these two

sequences hurts the accuracy of the inference in some way.

Ancestry of the SAT29 bison nuclear DNA
We compiled a number of Bovine genomes,40–42 identified 1.4

million heterozygous transversion sites in a gaur genome, and
3568 Current Biology 31, 3564–3574, August 23, 2021
assigned genotypes to all individuals at these sites by randomly

sampling one read per position. This resulted in a genotype call

at 27,724 transversion variants for the SAT29 bovid sample. Us-

ing ADMIXTURE clustering (Figure 5A) and f4-statistics, we find

that the SAT29 environmental genome shares genetic drift with

bison (Bison sp.), to the exclusion of aurochs, domestic cattle,

and Asian bovid species (Z >20 for all species, Method details).

This is thus consistent with the mitochondrial sequence being of

Bison sp. origin. It also provides important authentication of the

soil metagenomic approach, because the identified environ-

mental genome is a different species from the cattle (Bos taurus)

used as a reference genome.

We next used f4-statistics and admixture graphs to further

investigate the relationship of the SAT29 environmental bison

genome to present-day populations as well as early 20th century

European bison (Bison bonasus; wisents) from Poland and the

Caucasus. SAT29 is closer to these historical European individ-

uals, as well as to modern European bison, than to a North Amer-

ican bison (|Z| > 6), implying that the divergence between Euro-

pean and American populations predates the age of SAT29.

The Caucasian and the Polish populations have been classified

as separate subspecies of European bison, but the SAT29 sam-

ple is not detectably closer to one over the other. Furthermore,

these two recent populations share genetic drift to the exclusion

of the SAT29 sample (|Z| = 3.4 and 4.5 for the two relevant f4-

statistics).

We tested all possible topologies without admixture to sum-

marize the relationships between these bison genomes. The



Figure 4. SAT29 wolf genomics

(A) In ADMIXTURE clustering with wolves, dogs, and other canid species, the SAT29 sample clusters with Eurasian wolves.

(B) Population history model relating the SAT29 sample to modern wolves, dogs, and Pleistocene Siberian wolves. Inferred admixture proportions from the dog

reference genome (REF) to account for reference bias, are shown in blue. The trifurcation point indicates that it cannot confidently be determined on which side of

this point the SAT29 sample falls.

(C) Bayesian tree of 68 modern and 39 ancient wolf mitochondrial genomes.

See also Figures S3 and S5 and Table S4.
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best-fitting topology has SAT29 as basal to the historical ge-

nomes from Poland and the Caucasus, and the American bison

as basal to all of these (Figure 5B). This model explains all f4-sta-

tistics except a signal of some excess affinity between the

American and Polish genomes. We do not attempt to discrimi-

nate between more complex models involving possible admix-

ture events. Overall, the results tentatively suggest that the his-

tory of bison in western Eurasia might share some features

with wolf history, in that Late Pleistocene ancestries appear

basal to present-day populations, suggesting that population

structure has been substantially reshaped since the LGM.

This autosomal ancestry is also consistent with the mitochon-

drial phylogeny, in which the SAT29 bison consensus sequence

falls on a branch with other ancient west Eurasian bison within

a clade that has been called ‘‘Bb2,’’43 closest to the sequence

of a Holocene Armenian individual (Figures 5C and S3;

Table S5).42

We additionally recovered 72,100 reads aligning to Ovis aries

and explored these reads with a dataset of 103 Ovis and Capra

genomes from 10 species. Tests of the form f4(Oreamnos,-

SAT29;C,D) indicated that the SAT29 sample is more similar to

Ovis than to Capra, but it does not cluster with any of present-

day Ovis species (Figure S6). We were thus unable to elaborate

on the ancestry of this Ovis DNA.
DISCUSSION

Our results demonstrate that unbiased shotgun sequencing of

sediment ancient DNA can yield genome-wide data that is infor-

mative about the ancestry of several taxa. The DNA retrieved

here is lower in quantity, and hence resolution, compared to

what is often obtained from various well-preserved bones and

teeth. Nonetheless, it provided information largely comparable

to low-coverage ancient genome sequences and allowed us to

apply complementary analyses of multiple mammalian species

to reconstruct some aspects of their population histories. Our re-

sults thus point to new possibilities in the study of sediment

ancient DNA, demonstrating that it can serve as an additional

or alternative source of genome-wide information to skeletal

remains.

The damage characteristics, the mitochondrial tip dates, and

the fact that all three environmental genomes represent ances-

tries that no longer exist among the given species strongly sup-

port a Pleistocene origin of the recovered DNA. Moreover, the

deamination patterns and fragment length distributions are

similar for the human, wolf, and bison DNA. Additionally, the re-

sults of the population genetics analyses are in accordance with

those published by other studies on skeletal genomes from the

same region and time period.29 These observations thus suggest
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Figure 5. SAT29 bison genomics

(A) In ADMIXTURE clustering with cattle, aurochs,

bison, gayals, and bantengs, the SAT29 sample

clusters with bison.

(B) A population history model relating the SAT29

sample to present-day American and historical

(early 20th century) European bison from Poland

and the Caucasus.

(C) Bayesian tree built with SAT29 and other 70

bovid mitochondrial genomes.

See also Figure S3 and Table S5.
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that the DNA has not been significantly affected by modern

contamination or leaching through archaeological layers.

Although promising, the study of whole genomes from archeo-

logical sediments also has several limitations. We report evi-

dence for the presence of sequences deriving frommultiple indi-

viduals in our environmental genomes. The specific nature of

environmental genomes, which in most cases likely compose a

mosaic of several individuals from a given taxon, complicates

certain analyses, in particular the reconstruction ofmitochondrial

consensus sequences. On the other hand, allele frequency-

based analyses of genome-wide relationships are well-suited

to sequences deriving frommultiple individuals, as long as these

are of largely the same ancestry. Despite these limitations,

genome-wide ancient sediment DNA might open new directions

for the study of whole ecosystems, including interactions be-

tween different species and aspects of human practices linked

to the use of animals or plants.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Biological samples

Soil from Satsurblia cave This Study SAT22

Soil from Satsurblia cave This Study SAT23

Soil from Satsurblia cave This Study SAT26

Soil from Satsurblia cave This Study SAT27

Soil from Satsurblia cave This Study SAT28

Soil from Satsurblia cave This Study SAT29

Canis lupus bone from

Satsurblia cave

This Study Y7a

Canis lupus bone from

Satsurblia cave

This Study Y7d

Canis lupus bone from

Satsurblia cave

This Study AA8c

Canis lupus bone from

Satsurblia cave

This Study T24c

Canis lupus bone from

Satsurblia cave

This Study T20a

Critical commercial assays

NextSeq 500/550 (75 cycle) Illumina TG-160-2005

DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit QIAGEN 69506

Quick Blunting system NEB E1201S

Quick Ligation kit NEB M2200S

Expand Long Template PCR

System

Roche 11681834001

AccuPrimePfx DNA

Polymerase

Invitrogen 12344024

MinElute PCR Purification Kit QIAGEN 28006

Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Kit Invitrogen Q32851

Agilent DNA 1000 Kit Agilent 5067-1504

Deposited data

Raw analyzed data and

filtered genomes

N/A ENA: PRJEB41420

Software and algorithms

Cutadapt 2.7 18 https://cutadapt.

readthedocs.io/en/stable/

FASTX-toolkit 0.0.1 19 http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/

fastx_toolkit/

SGA 44 https://bioinformaticshome.

com/tools/wga/

descriptions/SGA.html

Centrifuge 1.0.3 17 https://ccb.jhu.edu/

software/centrifuge/

Pavian 45 https://ccb.jhu.edu/

software/pavian/

BWA 0.7.16 46 http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.

net/bwa.shtml
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Samtools 1.10 46 http://samtools.github.io/

bcftools/bcftools.html

Bedtools 2.29.2 47 https://bedtools.

readthedocs.io/en/latest/

Qualimap 2.2.1 48 http://qualimap.conesalab.

org/

Mapdamage 2.0.9 49 https://ginolhac.github.io/

mapDamage/

SequenceTools 50 https://github.com/stschiff/

sequenceTools

Admixtools 5.1 31 https://github.com/

DReichLab/AdmixTools

Eigensoft 7.2.1 51 https://github.com/

DReichLab/EIG

ADMIXTURE 1.3.0 52 https://bioinformaticshome.

com/tools/descriptions/

ADMIXTURE.html

PLINK 1.9 53 https://zzz.bwh.harvard.

edu/plink/

PONG 1.4.9 54 https://github.com/

ramachandran-lab/pong

ry_compute 55 https://github.com/

pontussk/ry_compute/blob/

master/ry_compute.py

MEGAN 6.19.9 56 https://software-ab.

informatik.uni-tuebingen.de/

download/megan6/

welcome.html

BLAST+ 2.10 57 https://ncbiinsights.ncbi.

nlm.nih.gov/2019/12/18/

blast-2-10-0/

Schmutzi 21 https://github.com/grenaud/

schmutzi/blob/master/.

gitmodules

Bamutil 1.0.14 58 https://genome.sph.umich.

edu/wiki/BamUtil

ContamMix v1.0.10 32 N/A

Calico 0.2 23 https://github.com/

pontussk/calico

Geneious 8.1 http://assets.geneious.com/

Haplogrep 2.0 59 https://haplogrep.i-med.ac.

at/

BEAST 1.8.4 60 https://beast.community/

2016-06-17_BEAST_v1.8.

4_released.html

Figtree v1.4.4 N/A http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/

software/figtree/

Picard Tools 2.21.4 N/A https://broadinstitute.github.

io/picard/

GATK 4.1.4.0 61 https://gatk.broadinstitute.

org/hc/en-us

samtools 1.9 46 http://samtools.github.io/

bcftools/bcftools.html

(Continued on next page)
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htsbox pileup r345 N/A https://github.com/lh3/

htsbox

admixturegraph R package N/A https://cran.r-project.org/

web/packages/

admixturegraph/index.html

PMDtools N/A https://github.com/

pontussk/PMDtools

fastp 62 https://github.com/

OpenGene/fastp
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information onmaterials, datasets, and protocols should be directed to andwill be fulfilled by the LeadContact, PereGelabert

(pere.gelabert@univie.ac.at).

Materials availability
The raw genomic data used in all the analyses can be accessed at the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) under ENA: PRJEB41420.

Data and code availability
Sequencing data and the filtered sequences are available at the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) under ENA: PRJEB41420. All

code used in this study and other previously published genomic data is available at the sources referenced in the key resource table.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

We have studied several genomic sequences from soil samples and C. lupus bone samples from Satsurblia cave in Georgia.

Archeological context
Satsurblia Cave is located in Georgia in the Southern Caucasus. The cavewas discovered in 1975 by N. Kalandadze63 andwas exca-

vated in: 1976, 1985–1988, 2008–2010, 2012–2013, and 2016–2017. Here we present results from those excavated during the 2016

campaign.

Fieldwork in Satsurblia cave focused on excavations in two areas: Area A in the north-western part of the cave, near the entrance,

and Area B in the south-west, at the rear part of the cave. The stratigraphic sequence in Area A yielded a wealth of cultural and envi-

ronmental remains from threemain layers: A/I (Eneolithic, 5thmillenniumBCE), A/II (17.5-16.5 ka cal. BP), and A/III (25- 24 kaCal. BP).

Both areas yielded a series of in situwell preservedUpper Palaeolithic occupational layers with f in situ living surfaces (‘‘floors’’), some

of them with preserved fireplaces and rich material culture assemblages. The sequence of Area B is divided into five main archae-

ological layers and encompasses deposits dated to several UP phases: 13 ka Cal. BP (upper part of Layer B/II); 19 ka Cal. BP (lower

part of Layer B/II), 25-24 kaCal. BP (lower B/II, B/III, B/IV); and 32-31 kaCal. BP (Layer B/V).16 A previous genomewas published from

remains located in square Y5, area A. The radiocarbon dating of this bone is 11,415 ± 50 uncal. bp (OxA-34632).28 In addition to this

bone, fieldwork only recovered one tooth and a fragmented ulna from layers dated between 13-15 ka Cal. BP. H findings were iso-

lated finds and are not part of any burial contexts s. No human remains were found so far from any of the LGM and pre-LGM layers.

Sediment sampleswere removedwith a knife from the exposed profile sections in association withmicromorphological block sam-

ples and were then stored in zip-up bags and protected from light. Six samples from different layers were sequenced and examined

(Data S1A). Here we report genomic data retrieved from sediment sample SAT29, which was taken from Area B, Layer BIII, square X4

(Figure 1B). Micromorphological analyses were performed on block sample SAT 15 14, taken next to SAT29, to investigate the for-

mation processes and post-depositional alterations of layer B/III here, and to assess the integrity of the recovered aDNA and their

potential source(s). The following presents preliminary results of these analyses (see Figure 1C). Natural processes include the

weathering of the limestone bedrock with the deposition of limestone clasts and calcareous clay and silt; the deposition of rounded,

cross-striated soil aggregates that originate from outside the cave; and the redistribution of clay and their deposition as coatings in

large voids by percolating water. Both soil aggregates and clay coatings are connected to repeated water activity leaving the asso-

ciated clay as an unlikely candidate for lasting DNA absorption in this context. Additionally, soil aggregates show variable color ex-

pressions, which result from exposure to heat at different temperatures, again making these aggregates an unlikely source for the

recovered aDNA. Heating of soil aggregates and other sediment components results from UP people building combustion features

at the site and distributing the combusting residues by trampling and dumping behaviors. Fire use and residues resulting from this
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behavior - charcoal, ash, burnt sediments and bones - present the dominant anthropogenic component. However, it needs to be

noted here that not all bones show heating traces and the heating traces are often limited to charring and low temperature heating.

Microscopic bones are sand to gravel size and the most common anthropogenic component in this layer and present a potential

source for the recovered aDNA. However, further research into the adsorption and preservation of DNA in archaeological sediments

is needed.

METHOD DETAILS

DNA extraction
DNA extraction, library preparation, and indexing steps were undertaken in a dedicated aDNA facility within University College Dublin

(UCD). All steps were undertaken within a grade B (EU) clean room under grade A unilateral air-flow hoods. Tyvek suits, hair nets, face

masks, and nitrile gloves were used to limit contamination. Extraction of soil DNA was performed using 50 mg of soil in an extraction

buffer64 (to final concentration of 0.45M EDTA, 0.02M Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 0.025% SDS, 0.5mg/mL Proteinase K and dH2O up to final

volume). Samples were incubated at 37�C overnight within Matrix E lysing tubes (MPBIO116914) and using an Eppendorf

Thermomixer� C with a rotational speed of 1600rpm. Samples were then cleaned according to the method outlined by Dabney

et al.65 and eluted using TET buffer. DNA libraries of the entire extract were prepared using themethod outlined byMeyer and Kircher

et al.66 to produce 25uL of the library. Extraction and library negative controls were utilized using 50ml of deionised water.

PCR, quality control and next generation sequencing
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) amplification and all subsequent steps were undertaken in a grade C laboratory due to increased

sample stability. Amplification of 5uL of each library was performed using at a rate of 15 cycles and a single index was added onto the

P7 end during amplification.67 The amplified DNAwas cleaned using PB and PE buffers (QIAGEN 28006). Concentration andmolarity

(nmol/L) of the working solution were ascertained through Agilent 2100 bioanalyzer and a Qubit4 for fluorometric quantification

following manufacturer guidelines. Sequencing was undertaken at UCD Conway Institute of biomolecular and biomedical Research

on an Illumina NextSeq 500/550 using the high output v2 (75 cycle) reagent kit (Illumina TG-160-2005). Further sequencing was per-

formed on NovaSeq platforms.

Mitochondrial capture
Mitochondrial capture of both the human and canid mtDNA sequences were performed using the method outlined in Maricic et al.20

Briefly, 50uL of modern human or dog blood were used to extract DNA using the QIAGEN Blood and Tissue kit. The modern DNA of

each species was used for a long-range PCR (Sigma Aldrich Expand Long Template PCR System). Two primer pairs were used for

the human mtDNA amplification68 and for the bovine mtDNA amplification69 and three primer pairs for the dog mtDNA amplifica-

tion.70 The long mtDNA fragments were sheared using a sonicator for eight 15-minute sessions and DNA was checked on a 2%

agarose gel to make sure that the DNA was fragmented to below 1Kb in length. Next, fragmented DNA was blunt ended using

NEB Quick Blunting system and the BioT/B adapters were ligated to the blunted fragments using the NEB Quick Ligation system

to produce the bait for capture.

The single-indexed amplified SAT29 library was re-amplified using Accuprime pfx polymerase and the IS5/IS6 primer pairs66 for 20

cycles and the concentration was measured on the Qubit 4.0. Before capture, the blocking oligonucleotides BO4, BO6, BO8 and

BO10 were used to block the sequencing primer sites. Subsequently the bait and pool were combined and incubated at 65�C for

two nights. The enriched DNA was melted off the baits using a 2% NaOH solution and the purified DNA was measured using

qPCR to determine the ideal cycle number for amplification. The amplified capture libraries were measured on the Qubit 4.0 and Agi-

lent 2100 bioanalyzer to determine concentration and subsequently sequenced on the Illumina Novaseq system.

Human DNA screening
We first explored the six libraries for the presence of human DNA. We obtained an average of 14,893,925 reads in each sequencing

library. These reads were processed with themethodology described in Collin 2019.64 This initial screening showed that five samples

exhibited only residual presence of humanDNA. The sixth sample, SAT29, had 0.03%of the total reads sequencedmap to the human

genome. Therefore, this sample was selected for further sequencing. Sequencing and classification results of these samples are pre-

sented in Data S1A.

Bioinformatic processing of sample SAT29
After sequencing the SAT29 library to saturation and merging the sequenced reads with the ones from the screening phase, we ob-

tained a total of 561,263,536 reads. These were clipped using Cutadapt 2.7,44 removing the sequencing adapters and the reads with

poly-A tails (readswithmore than four As).44We also removed readswith qualities below 30 of bases in at least 75%of the read bases

with the FASTX-toolkit 0.0.1.45 Clipped reads were processed with SGA46 and redundant reads were removed disabling the kmer

check. Finally, two bases per end were trimmed and reads shorter than 30bp were discarded using the FASTX-toolkit.45 Once

collapsed and filtered, we obtained a total of 226,880,778 reads that were used for further analyses. We used Centrifuge 1.0.317

with default parameters to classify the sequenced reads into taxa using the whole non-redundant nucleotide database from NCBI

indexed following the Centrifuge manual and plotted using Pavian.47 The classification showed the presence of four mammalian
e4 Current Biology 31, 3564–3574.e1–e9, August 23, 2021
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taxa with more than 2% of the Eukaryotic classified reads, which we investigated in further analyses: Ovis aries, Bos taurus, Homo

sapiens and Canis lupus. To separate the sequencing reads of the four major mammalian taxa we built a multi-fasta reference file with

the genomes of: H. sapiens (GRCh37 Assembly GCA_000001405.1), O. aries (Oar_v3.1, assembly, GCA_000298735.1), B. taurus

(ARS-UCD1.2 assembly, GCA_002263795.2) and C. lupus (CanFam3.1 assembly, GCF_000002285.3) following a similar strategy

described in Feuerborn et al.71 The filtered reads were aligned with bwa aln48 disabling seeding, and with a gap open penalty of

two. Only reads with mapping qualities above 30 were kept using Samtools 1.10.72 Duplicated sequences were removed with picard

2.21.4. (Picard-tools., 2018) In total 4,956,676 reads were assigned to these species (661,765 H. sapiens, 2,378,237 C. lupus,

1,811,555 B. taurus and 72,100 O. aries) The characteristics and quality of the mapped reads was assessed with qualimap

2.2.1.50 We determined the length distribution with fastqc73 and assessed the level of damage with mapdamage 2.0.9.51 Although

two bases per end were clipped the deamination values are notably high: 30 deamination of 23% in Bos, 28% in Canis, 20% in

Homo and 19% in Ovis and 50 deamination of 25% in Bos, 30% in Canis, 21% in Homo and 20% in Ovis. The distribution of these

values along the sequence is presented in Figure 2B.

Damage pattern analysis
Reads mapping to all four species have fragment lengths and deamination patterns typical of ancient DNA (Figures 2B and 2C), but

show some slight variability between species (Figure 2C).We examined the relationship between the read length and the deamination

values. For doing that we have separated the reads by read length (from 30 to 70 bp) and from (70 to 100 bp) and we examined the

deamination in these groups.We have seen that: Human short reads show a deamination of 21%and 19% in the short and long reads

30 end respectively, that Canis reads show a deamination of 28% and 26% in the short and long reads 30 end respectively and Bos

shows a deamination of 23% and 20% in the short and long reads 30 end respectively.

BLASTN analysis
In order to check the accuracy of the mapping results we used BLASTN+ from ncbiblastplus 2.11.0,74 using the whole nt database

from NCBI. We excluded the taxa from Canis, Homo, Ovis and Bos genera using the flag -negative_seqidlist and setting a minimum

expected value (-evalue) of 1e-6 to check the accuracy of our assignment. The results were imported into MEGAN 6.21.1,57 taxa

identification was performed using a lowest common ancestor (LCA) value of 5% of assigned reads.

The 4,956,676 aligned reads were examined with BLAST+ and MEGAN. To prove the accuracy of the mapping, we excluded the

four previous cited genera in the analysis. Out of the 4,956,676 aligned reads, 453,049were assigned byMEGAN using a lowest com-

mon ancestor (LCA) score of 1 and a minimum support percent of 5%. 42,958 reads have been assigned to Pan troglodytes, repre-

senting the 9,5% of the assigned reads. The summed reads assigned to the Simian infraorder is 80,988 (18%) of the assigned reads.

79,470 reads (17,5%) have been assigned to the infraorder Pecora,which includes Bison, Bos, Ovis and Capra genera. 49,426 (11%)

reads have been assigned to the suborderCaniformia. Other taxa, except these, are Sus scrofawith 6,745 reads and Felis catuswith

10,931 reads. The other identified taxa are represented with less than 1,000 reads. These results show that the mapping process has

been selective and the reads have been closely assigned as no species have been identified that could be important sources of the

diversity.

Human population genetics
The final 661,765 filtered human reads were used for the following downstream analyses. We used sequenceTools52 to call pseudo-

haplotype genotypes of the 1240K dataset.75 A total of 11,116 pseudo-haploid positions were recovered. These genotypes were

combined with data from 82 ancient genomes28,29,32,67,75–87 (Table S2) and 2,335 present-day individuals from 149 different popu-

lations88,89 (Table S2) that were projected on a PCA using eigensoft 7.2.1,53 using the 597,573 SNPs of the Human Origins (HO) data-

set.88 We used the option lsqproject in order to minimize the effect of the missing data on the distortion in the PCA location

Admixture analysis was run using ADMIXTURE 1.3.054 with all individuals from the Human Origins (HO) array and all the available

sequences from the David Reich lab database (https://reich.hms.harvard.edu/). The HO dataset SNPs were pruned with option–in-

dep-pairwise of PLINK 1.955 with parameters 250 50 0.4. The total number of remaining SNPs was 436,097. Figure 2B shows the 82

ancient individuals and SAT29 samples with PONG 1.4.9.56

To explore the genetic affinities and the amount of shared derived SNPs we used f3-outgroup statistics using admixtools 5.131 in

the form f3(SAT29,X;Mbuti). X represents both the 82 ancient genomes (Table S2) and the 149modern populations (Table S2). For the

ancient individual comparisons we restricted the analysis to 2,000 shared SNPs and reduced the modern comparisons to 4,000

shared SNPs.We further explored the possible clusterization of SAT29 andDzuzuana2 individuals with f4 statistics in the form f4(Dzu-

zuana2,X;SAT29,Mbuti), with X representing the ancient tested populations (Table S3). All these comparisons yielded no concluding

results due to the lacking statistical significance due to the low coverage.

In addition, we used qpWave from admixtools 5.1 to test the possible single genetic pool for SAT29 and Dzuduana2. We assigned

these two populations as left populations and used Chimp, Altai Neanderthal, Ju_hoan_North, Khomani_San and Vindija as the right

populations, from the HO dataset. This yielded to non-significant results (tail probability of. of 0.38).

Sex determination of SAT29 human reads
For sex determination we used ry_compute.19 The results show that the SAT29 soil sample is compatible with a female: R_y value of

0.0089 and a CI of: 0.0078-0.0099. To validate such estimation we have calculated the coverage of the in the mappable region of the
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Y chromosome, extracted from 1000 genomes database (http://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/release/20130502/supporting/

chrY/chrY_callable_regions.20130802.bed) using bedtools 2.29.2 and samtools 1.10. We identified 12,932 filtered reads aligning the

mappable region of the human Y chromosome, these reads represent the 0.002% of the chromosome, while the mean value for the

rest of chromosomes is 1%, with an SD of 2%.

Neanderthal ancestry in SAT29
We used an F4-ratio31 to explore the Neanderthal ancestry of the SAT29 sample. We used the genotype data from the 1240k dataset

available in https://reichdata.hms.harvard.edu/pub/datasets/amh_repo/curated_releases/V44/V44.3/SHARE/public.dir/v44.3_1240K_

public.tar with the combination: (Chimp AltaiNeanderthal: X Mbuti:: Chimp Altai_Neanderthal: VindijaNeanderthal Mbuti). We estimate

1% Neanderthal ancestry in the SAT29 sample, although with large uncertainty due to the low amount of data (95% confidence inter-

vals: 0%–6.6%). This point estimate is similar to that of Dzuzuana2 and likely lower than that of Palaeolithic Europeans due to dilution

fromBasal Eurasian ancestry.29 The resolution of the data does not allow a high-precision estimate and this should thus be viewedmore

as amethodological question exploring the possibilities and limits of sediment DNA, rather than as providing novel and specific insights

into the Neanderthal ancestry proportion of the SAT29 environmental genome.

Human mitochondrial analysis
Following the human mtDNA target enrichment step we sequenced 25,483,930 captured reads. After clipping and discarding reads

with a base quality score below 30, we had a total of 24,448,710 reads. 2,183,282 reads mapped to the mtDNA human genome. To

assure no non-human reads were left after mapping, we used MEGAN 6.19.957 and BLAST+ n 2.1074 to remove non-human reads

aligning all the reads against the whole nt database and selecting only the reads that MEGAN locates in the genus Homo. After

removing duplicates, our final dataset contained 3,477 reads unique to H. sapiens, which represents 10.08-fold mtDNA genome

coverage. The deamination rate of the mtDNA was 0.48 G > A at the 30 end and 0.47 C > T at the 50 end

mtDNA mixture estimate
We run contamMix (0.0.1),32 Schmutzi,21 and Calico 0.223 for the SAT29 human reads, while for the Canis sequences only two

methodswere used: ContamMix andCalico. The contamination levels in theBison readswere based onContamMix estimates alone.

We also used the deamination values to check the presence of modern contamination by estimating these values in reads longer and

shorter than 70 bp observing no difference in the obtained values between both ins (0.47 and 0.49).

Presence of multiple individuals identification
We used a similar strategy to the one described in Slon et al.13 to explore the diversity in the SAT29 mitochondrial human reads. We

filtered the reads that showed the presence of deaminated bases in the last ten positions on both ends with libbam,90 and then we

explored the allele distribution in a set of diagnostic and segregating positions through the base calling using samtools mpileup and

the visual observation of reads through IGV.We also estimated the amount of deamination in the last 10 bases of the examined reads

(Table S1). This data is also displayed graphically in Figure S2B.

We explored the allele frequency of the human environmental genome at all the 1000 genomes91 variant positions of themitochon-

drial sequence. First, we used GATK 3.762 Unified Genotyper to call all the mitochondrial variable positions from 1000 genomes on

the filtered reads, a total of 3892 variants, using -L and with the out_mode EMIT_ALL_SITES, using the metagenomic filtered file as

input. This has resulted in the identification of 130 sites with diverse alleles, 122 out of its being segregating. To estimate the effect of

ancient damage in these sites we have plotted differentially the polymorphic and non polymorphic sites. The distribution of the allele

frequencies of these sites is displayed in Figure S1C.

mtDNA consensus calling
To minimize the effect of low coverage, diversity and damage, we have used Geneouis to call the mtDNA genotypes based on the

majority allele (calling the base supported by > 50% of the reads) for positions covered by at least five reads.

Human mitochondrial tip dating
The full mitochondrial dataset28,84,88,92–103 (Table S2) was aligned using MAFFT v7.309,104,105 Poly-C regions and mutation hot-

spots in positions 303-315, 515-522 and 16519 were masked in the consensus fasta.106 The resulting alignment was used for as-

sessing the nucleotide substitution model using IQ-tree.107,108 The model TN+F+I+G4 had the lowest Bayesian information crite-

rion. We used the alignment as input for BEAUti version 2.6.3, setting as priors the radiocarbon dates shown in Table S2. Tip dates

were set to the years before the present. BEAST 2.6.3109 was run with a 50,000,000 MCMC chain length with a strict clock model,

Bayesian skyline tree prior and a mean clock rate of 2.2x10-8.110 The resulting log files were viewed with Tracer v1.7.1 and were

checked for ESS above 200. The tree files were annotated with TreeAnnotator v2.6.3 and the resulting annotated trees were

viewed with Figtree v1.4.4.111

To complement the Bayesian tree we inferred one Maximum Likelihood tree using the same alignment previously used for the

Bayesian analyses. The tree was inferred with IQ-tree108 with 100 bootstrap repetitions. Resulting annotated trees were viewed

with Figtree v1.4.4.
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Wolf genome: comparative dataset
To construct a dataset for ancestry analyses of the SAT29 reads of canid origin, we started from a previously compiled variant call set

encompassing 722 dogs, wolves and other canid species.33 We also incorporated a number of additional wolf and other canid ge-

nomes from other publications.112–115 These additional genomesweremapped to the dog reference genome using bwamem version

0.7.15,116 marked for duplicates using Picard Tools version 2.21.4 (Picard-tools., 2018), genotyped at the sites present in the 722

canid variant call set using GATK HaplotypeCaller v3.662 with the ‘‘-gt_mode GENOTYPE_GIVEN_ALLELES’’ argument, and then

merged into the variant call set using bcftools merge (http://www.htslib.org/).

The variants and genotypes were then filtered by excluding sites displaying excess heterozygosity (‘‘ExcHet’’ annotation p value <

1x10-6, as computed using the bcftools fill-tags plugin), setting to missing any genotypes that included an indel allele or any allele

with a frequency lower than the two most common alleles at the site and thereby removing such alleles (thus retaining only two SNP

alleles overlapping any given position), setting genotypes to missing if the depth at the site (computed as the sum of the ‘‘AF’’ fields)

was lower than one third of the genome-wide average coverage of the same, or lower than 5, or higher than twice the average,

normalizing allele representation using bcftools norm, and finally excluding sites with missing genotypes for 130 or more individuals.

This resulted in 65.5 million SNPs, of which 19.2 million are transversions with a minor allele count in the dataset of at least two.

We assigned genotypes to the SAT29 reads that mapped to the dog genome by sampling one random allele at each of these var-

iants using htsbox pileup r345 (https://github.com/lh3/htsbox) and requiring aminimum read length of 35 (‘‘-l 35’’), mapping quality of

30 (‘‘-q 30’’) and base quality of 30 (‘‘-Q 30’’).We also included data from twoPleistocene Siberian wolves, the 35,000 year old Taimyr-

1 from the Taimyr peninsula34 and the 33,000 year old CGG23 from the YanaRHS site in eastern Siberia,35 and genotyped these in the

same way as the SAT29 data. The SAT29 sample obtained genotype calls at 1,532,986 of the total set of SNPs (2.34%), and 439,426

of the transversions (2.28%).

To complement the bayesian tree we performed one Maximum Likelihood tree using the same alignment previously used for the

bayesian analyses. The tree was performed with IQ-tree108 with 100 bootstrap repetitions. Resulting annotated trees were viewed

with Figtree v1.4.4.

Wolf genome: ancestry analyses
We calculated all possible f4-statistics involving SAT29 and the publicly available canid genomes using AdmixTools v5.0,31 using the

qpDstat command with the ‘‘f4mode: YES’’ and ‘‘numchrom: 38’’ arguments.

Using f4-statistics of the form f4(AndeanFox,SAT29;X,Wolf35Xinjiang) we find that the SAT29 canid data is closer to a member of

Canis lupus, Wolf35 from Xinjiang, China, than to representatives of Coyote (Z = 31.37), Golden Jackal (Z = 37.58), African Golden

Wolf (Z = 31.01) and Dhole (Z = 90.20. The strongly positive values in all tests shows that the data is clearly from a member of the

wolf/dog species as opposed to any of these other canid species.

We used the admixturegraph R package117 to systematically test admixture graphs by fitting them to the f4-statistics. We enumer-

ated all possible graphs involving a coyote (Coyote01, California), a modern Eurasian wolf (Wolf35, Xinjiang), a modern dog (New

Guinea singing Dog, pooling individuals NewGuineaSingingDog01, NGSD1, NGSD2 and NGSD3), the two Pleistocene Siberian

wolves and the SAT29 sample without admixture events. To each of these admixture graphs, we then grafted on the dog reference

genome as a clade with the New Guinea singing dog, and then a boxer individual (Boxer01) as a clade with the reference genome.

Because the dog reference genome also derives from a boxer, but a different individual, the contrast between these two can serve to

quantify reference bias in other genomes. We therefore introduced, in each graph, an admixture event from the reference genome

into each of the ancient genomes – this ‘‘reference admixture’’ can then correct for any systematic shifts in allele frequency caused by

reference bias in these genomes. Each graph was then fit five times, retaining the fit that achieved the lowest ‘‘best_error’’ score. Out

of the 100 possible graphs, three provided good fits to the data, with the difference between them being only the placement of the

SAT29 branch as being on, downstream of, or upstream of the Siberian Pleistocene wolf branch. They correctly predict 209 out of the

210 possible f4-statistics (|Z| < 3) with the minor outlier statistic: f4(CoyoteCalifornia,NewGuineaSingingDog ; Wolf35Xin-

jiang,CGG23). After these three, the next best graph has 26 outlier statistics.

Canid bone testing
We screened five samples from different layers and areas of Satsurblia cave (Data S1D) for twomain reasons to A) compare the bone

DNA and the canid DNA from soil, and B) determine the differential capacity to retrieve DNA from different sources of the same

geological layer. In the last excavations no other human bones from the Satsurblia cave have been recovered, however several Canis

bones have been identified. We extracted DNA and prepared libraries following the same procedure described for soil. We also

captured the dog mtDNA with the same strategy previously described. Two libraries have shown enough DNA to be analyzed:

T20a from layer IIa and sample Y7d from layer BIVa. We have used these samples in the Canis mt phylogenies canis molecular

datings.

Canid mitochondrial tip dating
Wegenerated a consensus sequence for the SAT29 canidmitochondrial capture data in the sameway aswe did for the human reads:

using Geneious with the major (> 50%) allele for basecalling and mtDNA positions covered by at least five reads.

A full set of samples (107 as shown in Table S4) was aligned using MAFFT v7.309105 and used for assessing the nucleotide sub-

stitution model using IQ-tree.107,108 The model HKY+F+I+G4 had the lowest Bayesian information criterion. The resulting fasta
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alignment was used as an input file for BEAUti version 2.6.3, setting as priors the radiocarbon dates shown in Table S5. Tip dateswere

set to the years before the present. A strict clockmodel and Bayesian skyline tree prior were used. The tree height prior was based on

a normal distribution with a mean value of 125 kya according to estimates obtained by Loog et al.37 SAT29 was given a prior age of

25,000 years BP based on a broad normal distribution with standard deviation of 15000 years. BEAST was run with a 50,000,000

MCMC chain length. The resulting log files were viewed with Tracer v1.7.1 and were checked for ESS above 200. The tree files

were annotated with TreeAnnotator v2.6.3 and the resulting annotated trees were viewed with Figtree v1.4.4.

To complement the bayesian tree we performed one Maximum Likelihood tree using the same alignment previously used for the

bayesian analyses. The tree was performed with IQ-tree108 with 100 bootstrap repetitions. Resulting annotated trees were viewed

with Figtree v1.4.4.

Presence of multiple individuals
We found evidence for polymorphism in the SAT29 wolf mitochondrial sequences, which could suggest that the retrieved DNA orig-

inates frommore than one individual. The SAT29 consensus sequence falls on a branch together with two pre-LGMArmenian wolves

(TU9 and TU10), but on many sites that define this branch SAT29 also displays observations of the reference allele. We summarized

this evidence as follows:

1. We aligned the previously published ancient and modern wolf mitochondrial genomes to the dog mitochondrial reference

genome using bwa mem 0.7.17116 with the ‘‘-x intractg’’ argument, and obtained genotypes for them using htsbox pileup.

2. We merged the SAT29 mitochondrial reads obtained from the targeted capture experiment with those obtained from the

shotgun sequencing experiment, to achieve a total coverage of 16.6x (mapping quality R 30, base quality R 30, read length

R 35).

3. To reduce the impact of ancient DNA damage and sequencing error on the assessment of polymorphism, we restricted the

analysis to a set of polymorphic sites ascertained among the previously published wolf mitochondrial genomes. We first iden-

tified sites where the two samples CGG18 (Siberia, 41.7k BP) and TH10 (Alaska, 21k BP) carry the same nucleotide, as a rough

approximation of the ancestral sequence of the ‘‘major clade’’ of wolf mitochondria to which these two samples, as well as the

majority of ancient and present-day sequences, belong. Any sites containing indels were excluded. We then identified 79 sites

on which the Armenian TU10 sample carries a different nucleotide from thismajor clade. This should constitute a set of variants

where SAT29 often should carry the TU10 allele due to its shared phylogenetic history, but might carry the major clade allele if

there are other sequences in the sample that carry alleles from that clade.

4. We then counted the number of alleles in the SAT29 sample matching the ‘‘Armenian’’ allele and the ‘‘major clade’’ allele at

each of these ascertained sites, using htsbox pileup (-q30 -Q30 -l 35). Both alleles are observed at most sites (57 out of

75). A few sites (11 out of 75) display only the major clade allele, but this likely reflects more recent, private mutations in the

history of TU10 after its divergence from the SAT29 sequence.

5. We restricted the SAT29 sample to reads displaying evidence of ancient DNA deamination damage, using PMDtools118 with

the ‘‘–threshold 3’’ argument.While the total read counts are reduced,most sites still display both alleles. This suggests that the

additional mitochondrial sequences(s) in the sample are also of ancient origin, rather than representing modern contamination.

These results are displayed in Figure S2A.
Bison genome: comparative dataset
To construct a dataset for ancestry analyses of the SAT29 reads of bovid origin, we downloaded raw sequence reads from the Eu-

ropean Nucleotide Archive (ENA) from a number of previously sequenced bovid genomes: present-day gaur,40,41 present-day gayal

and banteng,40 present-day and ancient domestic taurine and zebu domestic cattle,41 ancient aurochs,41 American bison,40 present-

day European bison from Poland,40,42 and the historical (early 20th century) European bison from Poland and the Caucasus.42

We preprocessed the reads from all the samples using fastp,119 filtering through the automatic adaptor detection and trimming that

applied by default, as well as the ‘‘–low_complexity_filter’’ and ‘‘–length_required 30’’ arguments. For ancient genomes that had been

sequenced paired-end, the ‘‘–merge’’ option was applied and only successfully merged read pairs were retained.

Wemapped the filtered reads to the domestic cattle reference genome, using bwamem v0.7.17116 in paired-endmode for modern

genomes and bwa aln v0.7.1748 in single-end mode, with permissive parameters (‘‘-l 16500 -n 0.01’’), for the ancient genomes. We

assigned read groups according to the library and run information specified in the ENA metadata for each of the studies, merged

reads for each sample and sorted using samtools,72 andmarked duplicate reads using PicardMarkDuplicates v2.21.4 (Picard-tools.,

2018).

To define a set of variants to use for ancestry analyses, we identified heterozygous sites in the genome of a single, high-coverage

gaur, sample Ga5.41 Ascertainment in the gaur outgroup species, which is estimated to have diverged from bison more than half a

million years ago,40 should result in variants that behave in an unbiased fashion in ancestry analyses. We called genotypes in Ga5

using GATK HaplotypeCaller v3.6.62 We then filtered these genotype calls using bcftools (http://www.htslib.org/) to retain only those

variants that were SNPs, were located on the 29 autosomal chromosomes, had a heterozygous genotype, had a genotype quality

(GQ field) of > 30, a depth (sum of AD fields) of more than 15.04 and less than 49.63 (corresponding to 0.5 and 1.65 times the average

autosomal coverage of 30.08, respectively). This resulted in 4,930,425 SNPs, of which 1,447,767 are transversions.
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We assigned pseudo-haploid genotypes for all the bovid genomes, including Ga5 itself and the SAT29 reads that mapped to the

cattle genome, by sampling one random allele at each of these Ga5 ascertained SNPs, using htsbox pileup r345 (https://github.com/

lh3/htsbox) and requiring a minimum read length of 35 (‘‘-l 35’’), mapping quality of 30 (‘‘-q 30’’) and base quality of 30 (‘‘-Q 30’’). The

SAT29 sample obtained genotype calls at 94,262 of the total set of SNPs (1.91%), and 27,724 of the transversions (1.91%).

Bison genome: ancestry analyses
We calculated all possible f4-statistics involving the SAT29 sample and the publicly available bovid genomes using AdmixTools

v5.0,31 using the qpDstat command with the ‘‘f4 mode: YES’’ and ‘‘numchrom: 29’’ arguments.

Using f4-statistics of the form f4(Ga5.Gaurus,SAT29;X,Wisent11) we find that the SAT29 bovid data is closer a bison individual,

Wisent11 from Poland, than to representatives of aurochs (Gyu2, Armenia, Z = 20.59), taurine cattle (ScottishHighland, Z =

22.73), Zebu cattle (Tharparkar, Z = 24.75), banteng (ypt2230, Z = 35.96) and gayal (1107, Z = 43.76). The strongly positive values

in all tests shows that the data is clearly from a member of the bison species as opposed to any of these other bovid species.

We used the admixturegraph R package117 to systematically test admixture graphs by fitting them to the f4-statistics. We enumer-

ated and fit all possible graphs involving a gaur (Ga5), an American bison (mzc), an historical Polish bison (PLANTA), a historical

Caucasian bison (Cc1) and the SAT29 sample with up to one admixture event. Each graph was fit five times, retaining the fit that

achieved the lowest ‘‘best_error’’ score.

Among the 15 possible topologies that relate these five genomes without any admixture events, the best-fitting graph has the Amer-

ican bison as basal to the European bison and SAT29, and then SAT29 as basal to the historical Polish and Caucasian bison. This graph

has just one outlier f4-statistic (|Z| < 3), which fails to account for excess affinity between the American and the Polish bison (f4(Gaur,-

American bison;Polish bison,SAT29), Z = �4.03). After this, the next two best-fitting graphs differ from the best-fitting topology in that

the position of SAT29 is swapped with that of the historical Polish wisent or the historical Caucasian wisent, respectively. These graphs

both feature the same three outlier f4-statistics, the first of which is shared by the best-fitting graph above, and the second and third of

which fail to account for shared drift between the historical European bison to the exclusion of SAT29 (f4(Gaur,Causasian bison;Polish

bison,SAT29), Z = �4.51, f4(Gaur,Polish bison;Caucasian bison, SAT29), Z = �3.43.f4
Following these, all other graphs without admixture events have seven or more outlier f4-statistics. When allowing for one admix-

ture event, 10 out of the 315 possible graphs fit the data without any outlier statistics. Multiple solutions with quite variable topologies

are thus possible, and with the limited data available we do not attempt to discriminate between these.

Bison mitochondria capture and analysis
Wehave captured aB. bonasus environmental mitochondrial genome throughBos taurus baits designedwith the samemethodology

previously described. After aligning the reads against the B. bonasus mitochondria reference (NC_014044.1), we have filtered the

reads with BLASTN and MEGAN as described previously. We have aligned the retrieved filtered reads with other 70 Bovid samples

(Table S5) using MAFFT v7.309105 and used it for assessing the nucleotide substitution model using IQ-tree.107,108 We generated a

bayesian tree and a calibrated tip-dating phylogeny with BEAST 2, setting as priors the radiocarbon dates shown in Figure S6.

Ovis genomic analysis
We explored the possible phylogenetic position of the reads that aligned to the Oar_v3.1 genomewithin theOvis andCapra genus. In

order to determine the SNPs to compare to SAT29, we built a dataset with individuals from all the available species of the genusOvis

and Capra: Ovis vignei (Nextgen project: https://projects.ensembl.org/nextgen/), Ovis aries (Nextgen project: https://projects.

ensembl.org/nextgen/), Ovis canadensis,120 Ovis ammon,121 Ovis orientalis (Nextgen project: https://projects.ensembl.org/

nextgen/), Ovis nivicola122 Capra hircus (Nextgen Project: https://projects.ensembl.org/nextgen/), C. caucasica,123 C. ibex,124

C. aegagrus125 and Oreamnos americanus as an outgroup.126 We downloaded the available VCF files of the following genomes:

75 Ovis aries genomes, 4 Ovis vignei genomes, 14 Ovis orientalis genomes and one Capra hircus. This dataset consists of

48,870,177 SNPs in the autosomal chromosomes of the Ovis aries genome. After filtering SNPs for MAF < 0.05 and removing

non-SNPs and no-biallelic SNPs and SNPs not located in autosomes, 22,553,044 SNPs were kept.

As the available VCF files does not cover all species wewanted to include, we downloaded the FASTQ files of oneOvis canadensis,

oneOvis nivicola, one Ovis ammon, one C caucasica, one Capra ibex, one C sibirica, twoC aegagrus and oneOreamnos americanus

to produce additional VCF files for downstream analyses. The sequencing reads of the FASTQ files were aligned with BWA,48 dupli-

cate reads were removed with picard and low quality reads (< 30) were removed with Samtools.72 These filtered reads were used for

variant calling with GATK HaplotypeCaller v3.6 (67) by genotyping the positions of the filtered dataset with the ‘‘-gt_mode GENOTY-

PE_GIVEN_ALLELES’’ argument. The reads were then merged into the variant call set using bcftools merge (http://www.htslib.org/).

Genotypes were filtered with bcftools for: MBQ> 30, depth of coverage below the half of the average coverage andmore than double

of the average coverage to eliminate possible misalignments in low and high complexity regions. These new VCF files were then

merged with the downloaded VCF files. The final dataset was filtered for positions with more than 10% of missing sites and excess

of Heterozygosity (pval < 1.10-6).

We called pseudo-haplotype genotypes using the 22million positions of SAT29 Ovis reads using Sequence Tools52 and recovered

19,469 SNPs of the SAT29 genome. We used f4 statistics from admixtools31 to determine the closest taxa to the SAT29 sample. The

analysis did not yield any concluding result as the number of SNPS is likely too low.

All the displayed images in the publication have been edited with GIMP 2.10.24.127
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